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“A man’s true wealth is the good

Linda Harper, President
Curtis Christensen, Secretary/Treasurer

he does in this world.”

Glen Galatan - Marketing & Funding Manager
Julie Peterson - Volunteer Manager
Gaylee Coverston– ETapestry Manager

― Muhammad

Cindy Packard—Donor Relations

Curtis Keller

Solamao Malidadi, National Director
Jorge Maunga– Field Manager
Carlos Chivale—Education Coordinator
Ana Micas - Health Coordinator
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2019 A Year of Recovery
Dear Friends,

Letter from the President

On March 14, 2019 tropical cyclone Idai hit Beira, Mozambique and severely damaged 90% of the city
and its surrounding areas. A major recovery effort was implemented at the national and provincial
government levels with support from the international community. Care for Life’s local staff was at the
forefront of the recovery efforts, even though they had also suffered great losses themselves.
More than 1,300 individuals died as a result of the cyclone. An estimated 2.2 million people were
affected. All of the 27 villages Care for Life has worked with over the past 20 years were destroyed.
One Care for Life community member described the night of the storm: “Even up on the higher ground
the water came up to our legs. Everyone was screaming. Everyone was crying.”
The immediate international response made it possible for Care for Life to quickly respond by bringing
lifesaving emergency supplies to over 3,000 people. We were among the first to be able to respond
with food, water, hygiene kits, mosquito nets and emergency shelter.
After emergency needs were addressed Care for Life supplied home repair and home construction,
assisted with restarting small businesses, repaired schools and helped the villages to start again. Slowly hope began to return to Mozambique.
Since then 125 new homes have been constructed with 100 more to be done in 2020. Hundreds of
gardens are planted and growing and feeding families. Children are back in school and thousands of
people have been assisted through this difficult time.
Thank you is just not a big enough word to express our gratitude to YOU, our generous donors. You
alleviated suffering and transformed a devastated Mozambique.

Blair J. Packard -Chairman of Board -Blair is the co-founder of Care for Life along with his
wife Cindy.

Linda Harper, President - Linda began volunteering with Care for Life shortly after it was
organized. She has been the president of Care for Life for 12 years.

Steve Samuelian - Business- Steve is the CEO of Samuelian Investment Group and has been
passionate about Care For Life from the beginning.

Curtis Christensen -Financial Advisor- Curtis graduated from Arizona State University with
his degree in accounting.

Cindy Packard - Founder - Cindy is the co-founder of Care for Life along with her husband
Blair.

Samo Goncalves - Mozambique - Samo joined Care for Life in 2010.
Patrick Tedjamulia -Marketing - Patrick is passionate about helping others discover what’s
possible.

Paul English - Medical Advisor- Paul and his wife Margie have been involved with Care For
Life since 2003.
Paulo Kretly - Leadership - Paulo is CEO and Chairman of FranklinCovey in Brazil.

With great love and appreciation,

Charles Martins - Brazil - Charles Martins is a business executive specializing in Mergers and

Thank you for your support.

Acquisitions.

Ann Hobson- Is a mother, grandmother, an avid reader and has spent many years in Africa.
Daryl Hobson- has spent the majority of his business life in healthcare administration and

Linda Harper
President
Care for Life

has been to Mozambique a few times.

Annie Packard Lewis - Annie was 17 years old when she first traveled to Mozambique with
her mother, Cindy Packard. She fell instantly in love with the people of Mozambique and
has been part of Care for Life ever since.

Carrie Thompson - Her passion for non-profit work grew on a trip to Mozambique with

Care for Life right out of high school. She and her husband Kris met on that trip and now
are the parents of four children.
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Program & Description

The Family Preservation Program is an integrated
approach to community development that focuses
on families. Its main objective is to overcome
poverty by preserving and empowering families
through education, instruction, and behavioral
change. Sickness, hunger, ignorance, and
dependency are both the cause and consequence of
family disintegration, creating a continuous downward cycle. The Family Preservation Program breaks
this cycle by creating a sustainable community
environment where individuals and families learn
basic steps to improve their lives and are encouraged and helped to achieve a progressive series of
goals that foster sustainable behavior change. The
Family Preservation Program is how we accomplish
our goal of alleviating suffering, promoting selfreliance, and instilling hope…...one family at a time.

Tropical storm Idai destroyed 90% of everything in its path. 200 square miles were
flooded, thousands of people dead and
millions left to deal with its devastating
aftermath. It was days and nights of terror
and suffering, with people scrambling for
places of safety – on top of homes, a hill…
huddled together. Everything they owned
blew away and they were left with no shelter, no food, no clean water and their crops
destroyed. The world watched in utter shock
of Idai’s devastating destruction. The UN
described the storm as the worst recorded
natural disaster in the southern hemisphere.
Its aftermath will be felt for many years to
come.
Care for Life’s staff – their lives not any
different from the people they were helping
- immediately rushed to offer help and support. In addition, people all over the world
rushed to donate money and supplies to
support their efforts. With this help Care for
Life was able to rebuild homes, schools, help
with clean ups, provide tools for a fresh
start, and provide relief efforts in every possible way. The families in the villages had to
start anew, but are now growing, learning
and applying new teachings on a daily basis.
We are grateful to have been on the ground
from day one to support each other when
support was needed the most.

The Family Preservation Program is a holistic
approach to building up self-reliant families
through education, instruction, and behavioral change. This approach is rooted in 8
areas of emphasis.

Twenty-three villages have completed the Family Preservation Program since 2005. We continue to work with
four villages in 2019. Care for Life continues to assess graduated villages for up to 5 years.
Indicators

Initial
Assessment

Exit
Assessment

Recent
Assessment

Family latrine

27%

90%

91%

Garbage burned or buried

50%

98%

90%

Small Business

24%

53%

53%

Family drinking treated water

12%

98%

87%

Family sleeping under mosquito net

41%

97%

98%

Tarimba (table for food & dishes)

27%

89%

72%

Children 6-17 yrs attending school

58%

77%

82%

Adults over 15 literate

57%

75%

80%
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Family Preservation Program
Over 26,312 people have been lifted by the Family Preservation Program since it
started in 2005. This includes 5,200 families that are happier and healthier.
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Family Preservation Program

77% of children ages 6-17 yrs old are attending school in
Care for Life villages (compared to 50.2% in Mozambique)
In 2019 331 Adults participated in village literacy classes
75% of family members over 15 yrs old are literate in Care for
Life villages due to literacy classes taught (compared to 56.11% in
Mozambique)

Community Classes teach health & hygiene,
nutrition, sanitation, family gardening, income
generation, women and children’s rights, home
improvement, disease prevention, and many more
self-reliant skills.

Planting a family garden for better nutrition went from
7% to 42%. Most were able to sell excess produce for an
income generation activity

U.S. Staff

90% of families have a vegetable and/or protein daily
24 Agricultural Kits (rake, hoe, watering can) were
earned by families completing goals
50,108 grams of seeds distributed
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Family Preservation Program

Specialists & Staff
In 2019 in 4 communities we report
the following success:
451 people tested for HIV/AID
561 people were immunized
382 children vaccinated
429 eye exams
300 glasses given
4,879 bottles of water treatment distributed
THESE COMMUNITIES STARTED IN 2017 HENCE
THE NUMBERS ARE STILL LOW. IT WILL BE EXCITING TO WATCH THEIR GROWTH.

Specialists with skills in health, journalism,
leadership, and business spent time in
Mozambique. They accomplished 1,500
hours of volunteer service.

64% families drink treated water
94% of yards have no standing water

33% of families have a brick lined latrine
59% have a tarimba (table for holding dishes)
69% burn or bury garbage
67% of families have a bathhouse
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Family Preservation Program

Family Preservation Program

These communities started in 2017 hence the numbers are still low. It will be exciting to watch their
growth.

1,356 8-14 yr olds were taught HIV/AIDS prevention
95% of families do not drink alcohol excessively

75% of families have an income generating activity
28% people participate in a Business Association
40% families own a small business

These communities started in 2017 hence
the numbers are still low. It will be exciting
to watch their growth.
880 bags of cement earned by families completing goals. Cement is used to make bricks
that build latrine, repair and improve homes,
and build water wells.

100% of families were assessed to track
progress in the 8 areas of emphasis

69% of homes have adequate roofs
65% have adequate walls
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